Process-based spatio-temporal component models simulate real world processes, using encapsulated process representations that operate at individual spatial and temporal discretisations. These component models act as building blocks in the construction of multi-disciplinary, multi-scale integrated models. Coupling these independent component models, however, involves aggregation or disaggregation of the exchanged variables at model runtime, since each of the component models exposes potentially different spatial and temporal discretisations. Although conceptual methodologies for spatial and temporal scaling are available, dedicated tools that assist modellers to implement dynamic spatial and temporal scaling operations are rare. We present the accumulator, a programmable general-purpose model building block executing custom scaling operations at model runtime. We therefore characterise runtime information of input and output variables required for the implementation of scaling operations between component models with different discretisations.
INTRODUCTION
Integrated models simulating spatio-temporal changes are important tools for exploring characteristics and interactions of human-natural systems. These models represent real world processes by spatial state transition functions, and provide insight into processes and interactions between system components, which may lead to an improved scienti- These software packages can assist modellers both in the technical development phase of individual component models and in their integration. In addition to the problem of choosing the appropriate software tools and the technical challenge of model implementation itself, modellers face a conceptual challenge at the coupling phase as well: given that each individual model has its own specific spatial and temporal discretisations, also called resolution or support size, coupling will result in complex multi-scale integrated models. Modellers are therefore required to adjust the variables that are exchanged between component models such that these variables conform to both the component model providing the variable and the one receiving the variable.
These adjustments can be related to either the spatial discretisation, the temporal discretisation, or both. Adjusting the spatial discretisation is required, for example, when coupling a continental scale coarse grid climate model to a hydrological catchment model that uses smaller grid cells.
Similarly, adjusting the temporal discretisation is required when coupling component models that use different time steps. This adjustment of temporal discretisations between component models is a common task in hydrology, where for example highly dynamic processes such as surface runoff are coupled to slower processes such as groundwater flow. An appropriate coupling therefore needs spatial and temporal aggregation or disaggregation of the exchanged variables. This is done by including an accumulator building block in a process-based spatio-temporal modelling framework prototype (Schmitz et al. ) . This accumulator enables a model builder to describe algorithms on two-dimensional raster data with conventional map algebra operations (Tomlin ) , and to describe generic or custom aggregation or disaggregation operations on the temporal discretisation. First, the concepts of the component-based software development practice and its application in hydrological and environmental modelling are briefly introduced. At the same time, the issue of spatio-temporal misalignment between model building blocks occurring at model runtime is raised. Next, the accumulator concept to adjust couplings is shown, and its technical implementation within the modelling framework is outlined.
Finally, the application of the accumulator in bridging spatio-temporal discrepancies in hydrological models is illustrated. We report on a first phase of a flood-risk assessment case study for a catchment in Flanders, Belgium. An existing, external land use change model is coupled to a reimplemented spatially distributed hydrological model.
The purpose of this case study is to demonstrate the technical implementation of the integrated model, and not to provide model analysis. We conclude with a discussion on noteworthy items in the coupling of multi-scale component models.
BRIDGING SPATIO-TEMPORAL DISCREPANCIES IN MODULAR MODEL SETUPS
The software engineering and integrated modelling disciplines face comparable tasks in the construction of their applications. Both domains involve the construction of complex systems, and they approach this task by assembling modular, reusable and reliable components into larger systems. This construction process is guided by software engineering practices that organise the structured develop- OpenMI  SDK ). We extend the adapter pattern to an accumulator building block suitable to bridge component models regarding the spatial and temporal discretisation.
Adjusting spatio-temporal discrepancies
The accumulator is used to spatially or temporally aggregate … .,O n output maps in accordance to the time step Δt 1 of C 1 .
The accumulator for aggregation
We now formalise the accumulator function such that aggregation and disaggregation can be specified in order to couple component models that run at a different spatial or temporal discretisation. As we focus on the development of integrated models for dynamic environmental systems, we will illustrate the construction of the accumulators based on maps with two-dimensional raster data. Comparable concepts will apply to other variable types such as one-or threedimensional data types.
We first consider an accumulator coupling a component model C 1 with a smaller time step Δt 1 to a component model To obtain the functional description of an accumulator,
we first define f (see Figure 3 ) describing the scaling operation on the spatial discretisation:
In Equation (1) Furthermore, we define a temporal operation g as
The operation g takes a set of n input maps I t and aggregates these into one output map O. For temporal operations on raster maps, g is executed for each cell location. Examples for aggregating operations g are logical operations indicating whether a location was affected by With f describing the spatial scaling operations and g describing the temporal scaling operations, the aggregating operation of an accumulator can be described. The accumulator obtains a set of spatio-temporal input maps I 1 , … ,I n from component model C i , and provides one aggregated map O to C j according to the execution of the
The aggregated output map O is obtained as a result of a composition of the spatial operation f and the temporal operation g. The modeller can specify the aggregation of input map by two different paths. In the first case described in Equation (3), the operations on the spatial discretisation are performed first and then the maps are aggregated over time (Figure 3(a) ). In the second case, the aggregation over time is performed first, and afterwards the spatial operation is executed (Figure 3(b) ).
The accumulator for disaggregation
The second purpose of the accumulator is to disaggregate variables from larger time steps to smaller time steps. An example of such an application in hydrology is the disaggregation of precipitation data that are only available in a lower resolution than required for high-resolution processes such as surface runoff. A disaggregation is therefore required to cover short-term intensity effects (e.g., Güntner et al. ) .
The corresponding accumulator is shown in Figure 4 Comparable to the aggregation of maps, the modeller can select from two paths to disaggregate a map from C 2 to a set of output maps for C 1 . The first option is to expand the temporal discretisation to match the smaller time step by copying the input variable, and then to perform a spatial operation to modify each map of the expanded set ( Figure 4(a) ). The second option is to first execute the spatial operation, and then to copy this modified map an adequate number of times appropriate for the temporal discretisation of C 1 (Figure 4(b) ).
For the operation f modifying the spatial discretisation, we use the same description as given in Equation (1). We define an operation h on the temporal dimension expanding one input map I to a set of n output maps O i according to
We now can define the function A of an accumulator for disaggregation as
IMPLEMENTING THE ACCUMULATORS
The concept of a generic accumulator is implemented in a prototype version of an integrated modelling framework.
We briefly introduce the framework, and show how a modeller can use the provided accumulator templates to implement operations for spatio-temporal aggregation or disaggregation, respectively. 
Technical implementation
The accumulator base class
The accumulator is a generic building block that modellers can use to describe spatial or temporal aggregation or disag- The time_aggregate method corresponds to g (Equation (2)) and performs the aggregating operations. The time_disaggregate method corresponds to h (Equation (4)) and holds disaggregating operations. The interval method enables a modeller to loop over a sequence of spatial variables, and therefore to modify each of the inputs I 1 , … .,I n or outputs O 1 , … ,O n respectively. The order of the spatial and temporal operations can be specified in the update method, corresponding to A (Equations (3) and (5)). The remaining methods shown in Figure 5 are used by the modelling framework to obtain the time step information of the component models and the corresponding spatial variables at model runtime.
Obtaining spatial variables at model runtime At model construction, a modeller specifies in the accumulator how spatial and temporal discretisation differences will be bridged. By calculating the sum or average, for example, a daily variable could be aggregated to a monthly value. The modelling framework executes this accumulator repeatedly at model runtime. It updates the input and output time steps that need to be considered (see Figure 2) and therefore organises the correct progress of the accumulator in time.
The accumulator is instantiated with the init method.
The two arguments are references to the providing com- To describe aggregating operations, the modeller needs to implement the time_aggregate and update methods. Figure 6 shows the implementation of the aggregating accumulator. In the time_aggregate method, the modeller specifies the operation g (Equation (2)) as custom code.
Here, the sum of the infiltration values over 1 month is calculated for each cell. Line 7 describes the iteration over the daily input maps I 1 , … ,I n . Lines 8 and 9 describe the operations that are performed on each individual map I i .
First, a spatial operation scale ( f in Equation (1)) is rescaling the infiltration map of the current time step to match the spatial discretisation of the groundwater model (line 8).
Next, the result is added to a map holding the monthly sum. The modeller specifies the accumulator as aggregating accumulator in the update method (line 13).
Implementing disaggregating operations
A further application case of the accumulator is to perform The integrated model was applied to the Kleine Nete catchment, a 581 km 2 sub-catchment of the Scheldt basin.
The catchment is located in the northeastern part of Flanders, Belgium (see Figure 8 ). Elevation ranges between 3 and 48 metres, and the climate is temperate with an average precipitation of 830 mm. The catchment is classified as 60% agricultural area, 20% as forests and 10% as urbanised area.
The average population density is around 380 inhabitants per km 2 (Dams et al. , ).
Model structure
The conceptual setup of the model with the main building blocks and interactions is shown in Figure 9 . 
Flood risk assessment
To model the feedback from the hydrological component models, we incorporate the effects of the stream discharge in the physical suitability for urban land use classes. We modified the input variable holding the physical suitability for urban land use classes and decreased the suitability for housing because of an increased flood risk in a certain cell.
Water levels are derived from the discharge values with a stage-discharge relation. The water levels are translated to a two-dimensional water surface, and cells were identified as being flooded when the difference between the water sur- In the first stage of the model construction, we tentatively assigned a binary value to determine the suitability for housing. This implementation could be improved by adopting a more rigorous approach, assigning for example the suitability based on damage cost functions (e.g., ICPR ; de Kok & Grossmann ).
Model implementation
Land Figure 12 shows the accumulator ReclassResample adjusting the land use output map for each year to an adequate input map for the hydrological model (see Figure 9 ).
The accumulator is initalised with the references to the providing and receiving components (see Figure 10) including the exchanged variable, in this case the land use classes (line 3). The temporal operation g (Equation (2)) is not implemented in the accumulator (pass in line 6). The update method only performs operations on the spatial discretisation. The spatial scaling ( f in Equation (1) Figure 13 shows the implementation of the corresponding accumulator. The calculation of flood zones for each year is implemented in the time_aggregate method (g in Equation (2)). For each day of the expired year, the discharge value is converted to a water level and subsequently to a water surface map (line 8). The difference with the elevation map Figure 14(a) shows the inundation depths occurring at 1 day. Figure 14 Further research is needed to assess the influence of the time step of individual component models, and the choice of aggregation and disaggregation over space and time on feedback effects. We believe that the programmable accumulator provided with our modelling framework can help a modeller in the assessment of alternative couplings of integrated models.
